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Intro 
Outro 

Hacky Easter 2015 is over! It was the second time the event took place. Compared to last year, 
the number of participants was nearly doubled - more than 1’300 hackers signed up! 55 of 
them reached a perfect score. Well done! 

Special thanks go to the hacking-lab team from Compass Security, for providing the 
infrastructure, and for their support! 

On the following pages, you can find some interesting facts and figures about the event, as well 
as a collection of the best solutions submitted. Make sure to check them out, even if you’ve 
solved the challenges yourself. As always, it’s interesting to see people solving the challenges 
with different ideas and tools!  

In case you’ve got an idea for a new challenge or feature, or for any other feedback, drop a 
mail to hackyeaster@gmail.com. 

Stay tuned for Hacky Easter 2016! 

PS 
ps@hacking-lab.com 

Credits 

Credits for the solutions go to (in alphabetical order): 
  
• 1D0BE 
• 1mpr0V3r_2 
• bl4ckgate 
• Bread 
• BriX428 
• Buge 
• chrisderham 
• coffeeboy 
• DanMcFly 
• dave64 
• DeathsPirate 
• Dingo_the_BB 

• eash 
• evandrix 
• f_root 
• gurtle 
• HaRdLoCk 
• Henshin 
• imponimassacri 
• inik 
• jcel 
• Knurrhahn 
• M. 
• malefeasance 

• MaMe82 
• marwin 
• mf1008 
• miez 
• Morpheuz 
• MuffinX 
• orfeus 
• ping_tux 
• plasticfantast 
• Puma_ 
• ramim 
• rogerbillo 

• scar 
• Seppel 
• S0Kala 
• solarwind 
• sym 
• Te1St 
• the_new_one 
• TheVamp 
• tunelko 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Hall Of Fame 
Congrats to the following 55 hackers who completed all challenges! Well done!!! 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Statistics 
General 

 2015 2014 growth                                                                        
hackers 1’313 728 80%                                                             
points total 25’170 13’992 80%                                                     
points per hacker 19.17 19.22                                                      
eggs solved 7’698 4’140 86%                                                       
- easy 4’077 2’180 86%                                                             
- medium 2’355 1’164 121%                                                        
- hard 1’266 896 41%                                                              
nations 86                                                                            

Event Activity 
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Solutions per Egg 

Score Distribution 
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Fun 
Memes and stuff 

Found online and in solution documents provided.  
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Adware as a Service (AaaS) 
While developing Hacky Easter, I noted some weird popups (from an online adult site ) 
showing up in the browser. My first guess was that my laptop was simply infected after 
browsing around for some hacking tools. However, when I realised that it only happened when 
working on Hacky Easter, and it also started happening on my Mac, I became suspicious. 
I checked all my javascript files and finally stumbled upon a small javascript fragment (for the 
Ghost Room challenge) which I had obfuscated using an online service (http://
myobfuscate.com/).  It turned out that the “service” not only obfuscated my code, but it also 
introduced an adware!  
You can find a nice article about it here: http://www.fuzzysecurity.com/tutorials/17.html 

Lesson learned: Never trust online services!! 
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Solutions 
Egg 01 - Puzzword 

Challenge 
Warming up with a simple one... 
Search out the password in the image. Then jump up twice and grab the egg in the Egg-O-
Matic below. 

Solution of rogerbillo 
-  go to http://www.wort-suchen.de/scrabble-hilfe/  
-  take the letters which are „grey“:acehkrz  
-  and let’s scrabble...  
-  hackerz ☺  

Level: easy 

Solutions: 831 

�
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Solution of HaRdLoCk 
this challenge shows an image of some letterpuzzle and we notice, that some stuff actually is 
missing. ACEHKRZ – this is an anagram and can be rearranged to HACKERZ. entering this in 
lowercase characters will reveal our first egg.  

 ���    ���     
     hacking for babies 

Solution of Seppel 
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Solution of TheVamp 
In you look closer to the picture, you notice the missing letters “ACEHKRZ”. This is an anagram 
of “HACKERZ”. Solution Number 1☺  

���  

Solution of marwin 
1)  Use Scrabble-Solver to find words from missing chars: 
 acehkrz http://www.wordfind.com/solver/  
2)  Found: hacker / Add missed char ‘z’  

 !  
3) Solution:  

 !  !  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Egg 02 - It’s in the Media 

Challenge  
New York Times, March 12 2015 
An Easter Egg of the famous Hacky Easter white-hat hacking competition, was leaked last 
Tuesday by the famous hacker group "Bunnonymous". Experts confirmed its authenticity, but 
could not crack the code hidden it in yet. 
Can you do better? 

Solution of coffeeboy 
I see what you did there! ☺  
The clever pun and the qr-code that was made out of a HTML-Table told me, that there must 
be something hidden in the source code of the website... 
I simulated the “print”-Media tag with my chrome browser and got the QR-Code. 

Level: easy 

Solutions: 416 

  

�
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Solution of Henshin 
A partially correct QR code was given. However, if we tried to download the image, we would 
see only the background of the egg and not the QR code itself. That means that the QR code 
itself is not an image. 
Inspecting it with Firebug, we can see that it's actually made using a HTML table. 

This table is composed of tiny cells with class names like l1,o2,i3... A class name stands out 
with the name “x5". If we inspect the CSS applied we see that the background is white: 
background: none repeat scroll 0 0 #fff; 

So if we change it to another color, let's say red: 

The image turns into this: 

Very cool, it seems that we followed the right lead. 
So now if we change it to black: 
background: none repeat scroll 0 0 #000; 

We got our QR code fixed and we can now scan it. 
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Solution of S0Kala 
By checking the code of the web page, I found that the QR code is drawn by HTML code 
itself. It depends on 4 variables (o2, i3, l1, x5). By substituting o2 with black and i3 with white, 
the result is as the following:  
 

���   

Based on the QR standard x5 must be black and then we try l1=white. The QR code will 
appear☺ 

Solution of orfeus 

The title contains a hint: The page uses following command (which enables printing of 
background images/colors):  
@media print {body {-webkit-print-color-adjust: exact;}  
So let's view the document in print preview:  

���  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Solution of dave64 
In this challenge the QR-code is hidden in the page source code. There is a table with either 
o2, i3, x5 or l1 in the cells. I exported it into an excel file and made following replacements: 

o2/x5  0 
 i3/l1  1 
This is the result:  

!  
By changing the 0 to a black filing and the 1 to a white filing you’ll get the QR-code: 

!   
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Egg 03 - Lego Stego 

Challenge 
You intercepted a message sent by a nerd from the office nearby. On first sight, there's nothing 
suspicious in it. However, you are almost sure that something secret must be hidden in it. Can 
you find out what?  

Solution of MaMe82 
The *.lxf extension leads us to a format which is editable by LEGO Digital Designer 
(binwalking, hexediting etc. shouldn't be mentioned here for retrieval of my honour) 
• Opening the file 
• Removing skull and lettering bricks 
• Removing the white bricks with color select 
• Take a screenshot and scan (qr.jpg) 

Level: easy 

Solutions: 326 
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Solution of marwin 

1. Open File with Lego Digital Designer  

2. Think about using height of the towers as a code.... No idea what cipher to use. 

!  

3. While cutting the area, to use raw XML to somehow extract the heights, I found strange 
things going on in the middle layer: 

!  

4. Undo the changes and remove the upper layer: 

!  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Solution of eash 
This puzzle drove me crazy. 
The QrCode was hidden on the low layer of the Lego Model.  
Using LDD tool and removing the bricks on the top layer the QRCode is revealed.  

���     ���   
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Egg 04 - Twisted Num63rs 

Challenge 
Your teacher was right when he said that math is useful in your whole life. 
Calculate/convert the following values, and sort them in ascending order. 

  

Level: easy 

Solutions: 445 

�
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Solution of evandrix 
Calculate/convert the following values, and sort them in ascending order  

xs= 
[140,967140655999957423872,29792458,2130706433,36.4621596072,2147483647,13631488
,1048576,50,36,100,261.626 sorted(zip(xs,xrange(1,len(xs)+1))  
   
-  sorted in ascending order:  

- extract original indices: 
map(lambda(x,y):y,sorted(zip(xs,xrange(1,len(xs)+1))) 

var h=“10,5,9,12,1,1,8,7,3,4,6,2"; 
for(vari=0;i<100;i+){h=CryptoJS.SHA1(h);}decryptScrambledEggWithKey('+h);...  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Solution of gurtle 
Sort the data into the following order:  

Then press Check solution! and make a screenshot. Now you can download it from the 
smartphone to the computer e.g. with adb, to be able to scan the QR-code with the 
smartphones camera and the scanner in the app. The appropriate adb command would be: 
adb pull <remote> [<local>]  

Solution of Dingo_the_BB 
Rearanched the values in the correct order and got the solution. 

Sqrt(1296) 36

PI ^ PI 36.36

Zmlmd... Fifty = 50

Middle c 261.625

10100111.. 1 400

303240 in octal 100 000

2^20 1 048 576

13 MiB 13 631 458

Speed of light 299 792 458 m/s

127.0.0.1 2 130 706 433

Java.lang.Integer.MAX_VALU
E

2 147 483 648

8 YiB Ca. 9.671 * 10 
^24
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Egg 05 - Phone Fumbling 

Challenge 
In this challenge, you need to play with your phone a bit. Try to find out what controls the four 
bars, and make them reach the full width (all at the same time). 
Note: if the bars don't show up, it means that your device does not have all sensors 
necessary… 

Solution of Puma_ 
• Bar 1: Time. Grows constantly and then resets with a repeating cycle of 100 s 
• Bar 2: Roll & pitch should be zero, i.e. phone flat on a table 
• Bar 3: Compass, i.e. turn your phone on yaw axis until bar is full 
• Bar 4: Battery level, closer to 100 % the better. Need at least 90 %. Charge your phone! 

���     ���   

Level: easy 

Solutions: 421 

�
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Solution of rogerbillo 
• uiuiui  
• almost crashed my phone (iphone 6)  
• ran around, turned it, shaked it...  
• find out, that you have to make noise, point it to the north, put it flat on the table,  

and the most important, load the battery for 100% 

Solution of jcel 
The challenge was to twist and turn the phone until all four bars would get green.  However, I 
didn't manage that, so I used the app apkextractor and the tools dex2jar and JDGui to analyze 
the strcture and the source code of the app.  So I found that the challenge was in the apk file 
in the file assets/www/challenge05.html which contained a javascript variable 
scrambledEggCipher which was later then decrypted with a key received from the Java code. It 
turned out the key was produced by the following code fragment: 
String str1 = i1 + "f" + i3 + "u" + i5 + "n" + n; 
MessageDigest localMessageDigest = MessageDigest.getInstance("SHA1"); 
localMessageDigest.update(str1.getBytes()); 
String str2 = Base64.getEncoder().encodeToString(localMessageDigest.digest()); 

where the four variables used were also used to determined the length of the bars.  So, setting 
all of the to 100 should yield the desired key.  And indeed, the folloing Java coding: 
String str1 = "100f100u100n100"; //i1 + "f" + i3 + "u" + i5 + "n" + n; 
MessageDigest localMessageDigest = MessageDigest.getInstance("SHA1"); 
localMessageDigest.update(str1.getBytes()); 
String str2 = Base64.getEncoder().encodeToString(localMessageDigest.digest()); 
System.out.println(str2)  

returned "gRK/l+2PTtFdJ2def09jDr2ZO3g=" 
and modifying challenge05.html so that the body only contains 
    <img class="eggImage" id="scrambledEggImage" /><br/> 
    <script>decryptScrambledEggWithKey("gRK/l+2PTtFdJ2def09jDr2ZO3g=");</script> 

produced the valid egg. 
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Solution of HaRdLoCk 
this is a mobile challenge, which wants us to use the phone sensors to make all bars appear 
full in the hacky easter app.  
i checked the disassembled iphone binary and i have found these indicators:  

!  
some motion sensors are in the game  

!  
and some battery level is checked too  
I just charged my phone while doing other challenges and then i ran the app, moved the 
phone around but it didnt work.  
i decided to check it out later and just put the iphone horizontally on my desk – then a funny 
thing happened:  
without doing anything, the phone solved the challenge alone and the QR code appeared  
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Egg 06 - Hack to the Future 

Challenge 
The Doc's in trouble again, and you must come to his rescue! As you jump into his time 
machine, you realize that a password is needed to start it. Just in that moment of despair, you 
receive an audio message from the Doc, through space and time: 

dah-dah-dit dit dah-dah-dah di-dah-dit dah-dah-dit dit dah-dah dah-di-
dah-dit di-di-dah-dit di-dah-di-dit dah-di-dah-dah 

Solution of malefeasance 
Translating the code from morse code : 

  --. . --- .-. --. . -- -.-. ..-. .-.. -.-- 

to text gave "georgemcfly" as the key.  
Upon entering the password, the message "Time Machine Failure!! You arrived three months 
too early.  Fix time controls!" appears.  Checking the network tab and inspecting the headers 
gives the correct form of the url for the post, and entering 
 http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/time?m=7&k=georgemcfly 
gives the base64 URI image. Decode for the egg. 

Level: easy 

Solutions: 457 

�
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Solution of inik 
Das sieht nach Morse-Code aus (dah = –, dit = .) 
G dah-dah-dit 
E  dit 

O dah-dah-dah  
R  di-dah-dit 
G  dah-dah-dit 
E  dit 
M  dah-dah 
C  dah-di-dah-dit 
F  di-di-dah-dit 
L  di-dah-di-dit 
Y  dah-di-dah-dah 
Die Lösung lautet georgemcfly, dies ergibt jedoch:  
 

!  
Wenn nun der HTML-Source angeschaut wird, dann fällt folgendes auf:  

function getEgg() {  
 emptyScrambledEgg(); 
      var key = $("#scrambledEggKey").val(); 
      $.getJSON("time?m=" + new Date().getMonth() + "&k=" + key,    
        function( data ) { 
            document.getElementById('scrambledEggImage').setAttribute( 'src', 
'data:image/png;base64,' + data.egg ); 
   }); 
} 
Also wieder mit FF Developer Konsole zurecht biegen und time?m=5&k=... setzen. 
PS: getMonth() für März gibt 2 zurück, da bei JavaScript die Monate mit 0 beginnen.  
Fundet.  
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Solution of Morpheuz 
I assumed, that this would be morse code. “dit” and “di” seem to be the same. They stand for 
short and “dah” for long. 

!  
When I entered this text, the following image appeared: 

!  
Since I haven’t seen the movie, I looked up the story on Wikipedia. I tried every name that 
would show up in the movie, but none worked. Then I watched the network traffic, when 
entering “georgemcfly”. 

!  
I wondered, what the m parameter would be, so I looked up, how the request is being sent. 

!  
I set up my proxy and changed the request, so that instead of 2, 5 would be sent. 
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Solution of DanMcFly 
dah-dah-dit dit dah-dah-dah di-dah-ditdah-dah-ditditdah-dah dah-di-dah-dit di-di-dah-dit 
di-dah-di-ditdah-di-dah-dah 
Looks like morse code: --. . --- .-. --. . -- -.-. ..-. .-.. -.--  
http://morsecode.scphillips.com/translator.html  
GEORGEMCFLY  

 ���

Changing the time to 3 months in the future:  

���  ���  

Solution of gurtle 
Convert it to morse code with the substitutions dah=long=- and dit=short=.  

Put in georgemcfly into the textfield and the Time Machine (HV14-I) answers, that you arrived 
three months too early. Catch HTTP Request and Response with ZAP, where you can see, that 
the request is send to  
http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/time?m=2&k=georgemcfly 

with the method time(m,k), that responses a base64. 
So because you are ”3 months too early” change m from 2 to 5:  
http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/time?m=5&k=georgemcfly 

Now write a short python script to get the base64 and create a png-file, which you can scan.  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Egg 07 - Vista de la Calle 

Challenges 
This egg is hidden in a street-view like viewer. Peek around the area and find it!  

Solution of Seppel 

Level: easy 

Solutions: 360 

�
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Solution of scar 
• Get the source code from the apk file using tools such as apktool 
• Check the res/raw folder for the image with the QR code, found in quito2_u.jpg 
• However this is not very clear. Use image enhancing tools to play with the brightness, color, 

contrast, etc. to get the QR code image good enough to be positively scanned 

Solution of tunelko 
Oh, is my mother language the name of this challenge? Yes! Street View. 
This mobile challenge implies unpack the apk and see on res folder for images. 
  

!         !  
With some adjust in GIMP we have the QR: v UkFUmo4jola9izLhdS8  

Solution of BriX428 
The QR-Code is visible in the sky in the second scene.  

!  
To make the QR-Code scan-able I had to invert the color and adjust the color threshold. After 
this I was able to scan the egg:  

 !   
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Egg 08 - Spread the Sheet 

Challenge 
This egg is hidden within an online spreadsheet. Go find it's URL, and extract the egg out of it. 
Spreadsheet ID: 
1QPkfrnSVRAhQKL7AZx_HVXWrRXDvwCnVX2ih0jYp1CA 

Solution of ramim 
Just visit the page of google https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/u/0/ and click to create a 
new spreadsheet, then replace the id in the creation page, then organize the QR code that 
appears. 

Solution of chrisderham 
Googling for spreadsheet id, hints that it is a google spreadsheet url. Taking one of the sample 
urls I found on google, and inserting the given id, gives this url 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/
1QPkfrnSVRAhQKL7AZx_HVXWrRXDvwCnVX2ih0jYp1CA/edit#gid=0 

Sort data by col a, then copy/paste and transpose. Then sort again. Then make sure all 
square, and scan.  
Issue I had was qr code wouldn't scan in provided app. I had to scan in another app to obtain 
the code. Then I scanned another egg, captured the url, and updated to use the value I 
scanned. This gave me the egg. 

Level: easy 

Solutions: 437 

���
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Solution of dave64 
Open any spreadsheet in google docs and replace the ID with the one given on the challenge 
page. The result is an „unsorted“ QR-code. 

���  

Sort the columns and rows in order to retrieve the Easter Egg. 

Solution of marwin 
1. Google for the link format: site:docs.google.com  

!  
2. Replace document ID:  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/
1QPkfrnSVRAhQKL7AZx_HVXWrRXDvwCnVX2ih0jYp1CA/edit  

3. Save file as xlsx  
4. In Excel do sort by first column  
5. copy and paste transposed  
6. sort by first column  
7. copy and paste transposed  

!
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Egg 09 - Fisheye 

Challenge 
Egg number nine is hidden here in the app. You've already seen it, haven't you? 
Go catch it and squint like a fish.  

Solution of the_new_one 
• Extract the app(*.apk)  
• Path: \res\drawable  
• Cut the QR-code  
• Modify the code  

 

Level: easy 

Solutions: 395 

���
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Solution of MaMe82 
take screenshot on startup of the app 

use gimp-filters to correct perspective 
(smth. like fisheye to reverse pinch) 

Solution of MuffinX 
We can find this egg opening the Hackyeaster app. It will show at start-up.  

���  

We can get the egg by making a screenshot or by searching the picture in the Hackyeaster 
app resources: 
-> [apk]\apk\res\drawable\id_launcher.png 
After that we have to edit the picture with an image manipulating program like “GIMP”. (Use 
distortions like IWarp). 
Now we are able to scan the egg.  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Solution of DanMcFly 
Image comes up when starting up the mobile app. Take a screenshot or grab it out from the 
APK:  
After a little transformation it’s now scanable:  

���  ���  

���  
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Egg 10 - Thumper's Den 

Challenge 
In order to get this egg, you need to search on the web site. Rumors say that Thumper himself 
has bagged it. 

Solution of coffeeboy 
Lovely challenge! After trying to find something in the source code of the website or searching 
for some hidden folders on the webserver, I tried to log in as the user “Thumper”. Yeah! I 
found the egg he has bagged! 

Solution of 1mpr0V3r_2 
Click at scores button and your name: 
Replace 
 http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/eggs.html?name=1mpr0V3r_2 
to 
 http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/eggs.html?name=Thumper 
and get the egg. 

Solution of M. 
If you find your own eggs at http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/eggs.html?
name=M., where would you expect Thumper's eggs - at http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/
hackyeaster/eggs.html?name=Thumper of course ;-) 

Level: medium 

Solutions: 190 

�
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Solution of DeathsPirate 
Remember when you logged onto the website and saw this:  

!
Well that data got stored in the local storage with a key of he2015user. We can see this in the 
Chrome Developer Tools:  

 !  
But more importantly we can also change it! ... So change the value to Thumper. We are told 
that Thumper already had the egg so let’s check out his eggs. http://hackyeaster.hacking- 
lab.com/hackyeaster/eggs.html 
There it is, Egg number 10 done :)  

 !  
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Egg 11 - You’ve got Mail 

Challenge 
 You caught a Thunderbird mail box, which contains an easter egg. Go find it!  

Solution of imponimassacri 
I opened the file InBox with Notepad and I saved the last message (identified knowing that a file 
.eml start from the header X-Account-Key) containing an interesting file called signature.zip. 
Opening it with Thunderbird made possible to open the attachment, containing the egg.  

Solution of bl4ckgate 
vi Inbox 
move cursor to first line of the zip file used command :.= , to determine the line number, then 
got the end line number used command :318,1453w egg , this save the selected lines to egg 
file 
cat egg | base64 -d 
got invalid input, use -i to ignore invalid chars 
cat egg | base64 -d -i > egg.decode 
cat egg | base64 -d -i > egg.decode | head 
Recognized PK at the beginning which mean it is zip  
cat egg | base64 -d -i > egg.zip unzip egg.zip 
ls -hlt  
egg11.png 

Level: medium 

Solutions: 362 

�
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Solution of eash 
Using Mail Viewer tool was possible carve the Egg eleven hidden on signature zip file.  

���  

���  

Solution of S0Kala 
By importing the attached data to a Thunderbird email client, I found that the total number of 
email messages is less than the total number of the real email messages in the raw inbox file. 
After checking the message characteristics, I found that the message with the attachment has a 
different X-Mozilla-Status value than others. While all the messages have 0001 X-Mozilla-Status 
value, the message with the attachment has 0009 X-Mozilla-Status value. This value means that 
the message is hidden. By changing its value to 0001 and opening Thunderbird I got the 
missed email message with the required egg :) 
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Solution of plasticfantastic 
The egg (ZIP file) was represented as a Base64 string. Using the base64 command line tool of 
OSX I was able to regenerate the ZIP file containing the image of the egg.  

 

 

Solution of Morpheuz 

After downloading the file “Mail.zip” I analyzed the files. 

!  
When looking into the file “Inbox” I saw an email-attachment: 

!  
I used a base64 decoder to get the attachment. When opening it, it contains a png-file with the 
egg. 

!  
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Egg 12 - This is just a Test 

Challenge 
This is your chance to become a Certified Easter Hacker (CEH)! Complete the following little 
test. Passing score is 100%. 

Question 1 
What is the name of the popular port scanner, implemented by Fyodor? 
Question 2 
In the context of PKI systems, the shorthand "CRL" stands for "certificate __________ list". 
Question 3 
A group of 100 people plans to use symmetric encryption for secure communication. How 
many keys are needed to let everybody communicate with each other? 
Question 4 
Which hash sizes are supported by the SHA2 family? Choose two! 
192 bit 
384 bit 
448 bit 
512 bit 
Question 5 
Which port number is used by Kerberos? 

Solution of ramim 
I used the chrome to change the form of the page and can put the correct answers. 1-nmap, 
2-revocation, 3-4950, 4-384 and 512, 5-88. 

Level: medium 

Solutions: 286 

�
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Solution of f1008 

We intercept and manipulate the HTTP request (Burp) to circumvent the client side verification:  
q1=nmap&q2=revocation&q3=4950&q4=384&q4=512&q5=88&success=true  

Solution of DanMcFly 
Question 1: nmap  
Question 2: revocation  
Question 3: (49 x 100) + 50 = 4950  
Question 4: 
- SHA224 
- SHA256  
- SHA384 
- SHA512  

���  
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Solution of M. 
Simply answer all the questions - the answers are easily found by your favourite search engine. 
However, you have to escape the nasty form functions, which e.g. reset the first field to 
'metasploit' on blur, and do not allow you to select more than one answer on question 4. Also, 
there is a hidden 'success' field which needs to be set to 'true'. 
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Egg 13 - Leet TV 

Challenge 
Welcome to Leet TV! Click the image below to play our trailer. 

Solution of inik 
Das MP4 enthält Unmengen von QR-Codes. Es ist unmöglich, diese alle durchzugehen. Es 
muss also noch einen Hinweis geben.  Dieser findet sich im Start-Bild:  

���
Gemäss Leet-Alphabet heisst das auch 1337, daher könnte es sich um den QR-Code an der 
Stelle 13:37 handeln.  
Zum Zeitpunkt 13:37 hat es 2 QR-Codes. Beide werden in der Hacky Easter App nicht als 
Lösung erkannt.  
Daher mal mit QR-Droid geschaut. Im 2. QR-Code ist eine URL hinterlegt: http://bit.ly/
1BJENx8.  
Hinter dieser URL ist eine WAV-Datei versteckt. Die Datei enthält den String “siht esrever ot yrt” 
→ “try to reverse this”.  
OK. Datei in Audacity geladen, ganze Datei markiert und Effekt “Reverse” ausgewählt. Die 
Stimme sagt “eight forty two”, also wahrscheinlich ist die Lösung nun an der Stelle 8:42 im 
MP4.  
Helay.  

Level: medium 

Solutions: 239 

�
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Solution of Te1St 
Get all qr-codes as images from the mp4 file (use PotPlayer for this operation).  

!
When I used the console program zbarimg for decode all QR-codes. I wrote the qr.bat:  
echo off  
for %%f in (*.jpg) do zbarimg.exe %%f 

��� ���
Then I download the 'leettv_qbEtJZKLTLB3jByIWSpE.wav'. In this file was hint - 'siht esrever ot 
yrt' = 'try to reverse this'. I load it in https://twistedwave.com/online and reverse. I hear 
numbers – '8' and '42'. 
Then I get QR-code from the mp4 file with time 8:42. 

Solution of 1mpr0V3r_2 
leet in leet is 1331 so I jumped to 13:31 and downloaded the 
leettv_qbEtJZKLTLB3jByIWSpE.wav file. In the comment section is: “siht esrever ot yrt” which is 
reversed and is “try to reverse this”. 
So I did and heard 8:42. I jumped there scanned the code which is vBrtvkpHNRCNZdhZN1nT 
and submitted the egg. (Submitting from the egg didn't work so PS send me a link where I 
simply had to add the scanned QR code 
http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/json?
service=solution&name=1mpr0V3r_2&ticket=e58dee60fb1f72d2da41542a34f03fc3ec00ac8bc67
8e88df3650c9e0cf2cf78&code=x)  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Solution of Dingo_the_BB 
First of all, Leet means 13 37, so i jumped to the position 13:37. Nothing, no egg, but then, i 
realized, that i couls scan it with a normal QR Scanner, and gotcha, i came to a new page with 
a wav. File on it. 
  
http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/leettv_qbEtJZKLTLB3jByIWSpE.wav 
  
But the audio wasn't that clear to hear, so i thought, hmmm,  maybee it is reverse. A little 
google search helped me to find out, that i can reverse listen to wav with audacity. And there i 
heared the eight forty-two (8 4 2). 
  
I jumped to 8:42 and voila challenge 13 solved: 
  

  
  
Before: 

!  
  
After (Reversing): 
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Solution of gurtle 
I wrote the following script getSoundfile.sh, which gets the soundfile automatically:  

This script downloads the video, extracts QR-Codes and gets and plays the soundfile. Start 
getSoundfile.sh with ./getSoundfile.sh and enjoy ;-)(CAUTION: it needs temporarily about 0.5GB 
disc space while executing) 
At the end you can hear ”Eight Fourty Two”. So go in the video to 8:42 and scan it :-)  
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Solution of sym 
My first thought was to find out what data is behind each of the QR-codes. I used "Free Video 
to JPG Converter" to create a JPG-file of every second of the video. Then I used zbarimg.exe 
to scan all codes.  
Looking through the data, I found a bit.ly-URL at nr. 821.  

!   
 
The URL points to a WAV-file. It sounds like a reverse spoken word. So I uploaded it to 
twistedwave.com to play it backwards. It worked! A lady voice says "842".  

���  
 
The egg is the QR-code at second 842 (14:03) of the video.  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Egg 14 - Wise Rabbit's Return 

Challenge 
Wise Rabbit says: 
An egg I give you for free, 
it's below, as you can see. 
But something got lost 
add a dimension you must!  

Solution of bl4ckgate 
Capture the bar code using screen shot, and uploaded to this site:  
http://www.onlinebarcodereader.com/ 
Got the code: yckgKB2iV1rvNEfCoNiR 
Seems to be valid 20 digit egg solution code, now need to find away to submit it.  
• Setup proxy using Burp suite, changed the proxy to listen on all interfaces 
• Setup my mobile to use proxy  
• Scanned another QR code while starting intercept 
• Modified the intercepted solution code with the above, and wala! got the egg  

Level: medium 

Solutions: 367 

�
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Solution of evandrix 

upload egg_14.pngto QR code decoder [http://zxing.org/w/decode.jspx]  

- txt = yckgKB2iV1rvNEfCoNiR  
- gen QR code(txt) via jQuery.qrcode [http://larsjung.de/jquery-qrcode]  

���  

Solution of MuffinX 
“Add a dimension you must” sounds like we have to change the format of the barcode. When 
we scan the value of the barcode we see a sha1 hash like in all other egg codes. This should 
make clear what we have to do: 
We have to scan the barcode and convert the value to a QR code. Then we have to scan the 
QR code. 

���   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Solution of BriX428 
The egg is given as a bar code. 
Store the bar code image (egg_14.png) and upload it to "http://www.onlinebarcodescan.com/"  

 • Type of Barcode: CODE_128  
 • Barcode content: yckgKB2iV1rvNEfCoNiR 
 
Generate QR-Code from text "yckgKB2iV1rvNEfCoNiR" and scan it.  

!   

Solution of rogerbillo 
• Scanning the barcode with the app „Quick Scan“  
• yckgKB2iV1rvNEfCoNiR  
• add a dimenstion?  
• From 2d to 3d?  
• From barcode to qrcode?  
• Entering the code from above in a qrcode generater (www.qrcode-generator.de)  
• and bingo!!!  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Egg 15 - Photo Shooting 

Challenge 
Your gallery needs some nice easter snapshots! What about a nice grasslands panorama, or a 
still life of a tomato?  

Solution of MaMe82 
App creates a folder /HackyEaster on the device and dumps a *.png copy of every shot. 
• normal shots are overlayed wit a face 
• a shot taken in portrait-mode leads to a half qr-code if you bring the device to a down- or 

up-looking position before pressing ok button 
• Where is the other half ? Maybe about color (according to the hint: green - panorama, red 

tomato). Yes, a red portrait and a green landscape shot revealed what we were looking for  
(maybe I should have had a closer look at the gallery earlier, there were to many folders 
there) 

• Take the two QR-code halfs and merge them with gimp (see egg.png) 
• Scan - finished 

!    !    =>  !  

Level: medium 

Solutions: 181 

�
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Solution of chrisderham 
I reverse engineered the apk. Looking at the activity class, I see this line which refers to image 
capture, so I know it is the relevant bit. 
startActivityForResult(new Intent("android.media.action.IMAGE_CAPTURE"), 1337); 

Searching for 1337, shows a complicated algorithm that takes the image and encodes it using j 
and k. These are initialised via 
    this.j = getString(2131230727); 
    this.k = getString(2131230728); 

R$string.class shows that j is ft and k is rick. Looking in the ps.hacking.hackyeaster.android-1/
res/values/strings.xml gives strings for these two. The rick one is base 64 encoded png of 
Rick. The other is an bmp of the egg, double base 64 encoded. It was a bit blurred, but 
scanned ok. 

Solution of TheVamp 
This Challenge was a little bit crazy. The first way to solve was, take a photo of some tomatoes 
(most of the screen should be tomato red) and take a photo of a grassland (most of the 
screen should be a special green color). After this I got the following results:  
      

The Second way was, unpack the APK-File from the hackyeaster app. You can download the 
apk file with evozi’s downloader: http://apps.evozi.com/apk-downloader/  
After unpacking open the ressources.asrc and you will find some interesting values.  
From the Null-Byte and “É`É`” to the next Null-Byte is a double base64 encoded Image, which 
is the QR-Code of this challenge.  
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 !  

!   
Funny fact, I solved the challenge the second way and didn’t noticed it. After a while I flipped 
out, because the QR-Code of the Images doesn’t worked. I looked into my basket and saw 
that the challenge was solved some hours ago :D  

Solution of the_new_one 
• Decompile the App(*.apk) with Apktool: https://ibotpeaches.github.io/Apktool/ 
• Path: /res/values/string.xml 
• It is normal that here are strings but here you can see data streams and they are not here, 

they would be saved as Resources 
• Decode the string with Base64 two times -> at the first 3 Bytes you can see the image 

format 
• (bmp) -> save as *.bmp 

Solution of cel 
Trying to take a picture reveals that there is a funny image embedded in the photo. 
Inspection of the app's source code revealed that depending on the color distribution one of  
two images is embedded into the taken image. 
Both of these images are being read from the resource file and base64-decoded.  
A visual inspection of the resource file  revealed that there are two strings 
that must be the corresponding images. They can be extracted using 

strings -100 resources.arsc | head -1 >s1.txt 
strings -100 resources.arsc | tail -1 >s2.txt 

The first file must be edited to remove the first character. Then, the two bitmaps can be 
decoded 
using: 

base64 -d <s1.txt | base64 -d >s1.bmp 
base64 -d <s2.txt >s2.bmp 

s2.bmp is the funny image, s1.bmp is the desired QR code.  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Egg 16 - Ghost Room 

Challenge 
Ghosts only come out when it's dark… 

Solution of Buge 
This one mentions dark. It took me a long time to realize what to do, but I eventually looked 
around in the source code for the word dark. The page's source code includes this script 
http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/js/scripts.js . Inside that script is one mention 
of the word “Dark”, and it is only triggered if window.location.href.indexOf('nges.ht') > 0. That 
means the url has to contain “nges.ht”. That will happen on the challenges page http://
hackyeaster.hacking- lab.com/hackyeaster/challenges.html . Looking around on the challenges 
page, you will find a light bulb in the bottom right corner. If you click the light bulb the page 
becomes dark and the link to challenge 16 becomes http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/
hackyeaster/challenge16-dark.html . On this page there is more information. It mentions GOST 
in all caps, and when I googled it I got this page https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GOST which 
mentions that it includes a type of encryption. So I googled for decrypt gost and the first result 
was this page http://www.tools4noobs.com/online_tools/decrypt/ . I set the algorithm to Gost. 
It takes the ciphertext in base64 format, which is very convenient because that's how the 
challenge gives it. The challenge also mentions “chaining” so I left the encryption on CBC 
mode (cipher block chaining). There's also a big image with the word spooky in the middle, so 
I used that as the key. Then it decrypted to http://hackyeaster.hacking- lab.com/hackyeaster/
images/egg_16_a3eIIACKSy02sJ6LxXeh.png which is a QR code. 

Level: medium 

Solutions: 176 

�
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Solution of HaRdLoCk 
on this challenge i was stuck a while, because i simply overlooked the lamp on the challenge 
page.  

 !  

!  
i only found this, when i was looking through the .js files from the webpage to solve a another 
challenge. my eyes simply did not see this. after finding the lamp, and switching to dark mode, 
a crypto code appeared in the ghost room. also there was a nice hint about GOST – which is 
a blockcipher.  
i just used an online decoder (http://www.tools4noobs.com/online_tools/decrypt/) to quickly 
decrypt it with the word from the image (spooky) and the egg URL appeared immediately.  

!  !   
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Solution of Puma_ 
Ghosts only come out when it's dark..." simply says the challenge description. Hmmm, yes but 
so what? 
This challenge made me crazy! I spent quite some time to find a hidden message in the 
provided image, without success. After giving up, when back on the challenges list page to 
move onto the next one, I see a light bulb icon in the ride side of the footer. Click it and a 
semi-transparent black layer will cover the entire page, making it "dark". The image and URL 
link for Challenge 16 also changes! Now we get: 
Dark is beautiful. A GOST with chaining appears and has a message for you: 
     d5++xytj6RiGwmqEecm63Kow7RZGAAHh 
     VFsksHFuj/Anap7pWHDZ1XQw8DAApUEN 
     R5ExOGUKTzGOtvSAlCHkHq6NneL6ZUTX 
     ej8Taxz+kHK9w9U8dxTOSksZ4HKS2YYD 

The text spooky is visible on the image below and is the key to use for decryption. I wrote this 
PHP snippet using mcrypt_decrypt() function: 

Or, a tool to do it online: http://www.tools4noobs.com/online_tools/decrypt/ 

The plaintext of the message is a URL with the egg: http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/
hackyeaster/images/egg_16_a3eIIACKSy02sJ6LxXeh.png 

Solution of Henshin 
The time I've sent on this level.... :P This was a different level from any other. 
The text in the challenge says "Ghosts only come out when it's dark..." 
An image was then shown, but it didn't help us in anyway. 

After spending hours searching for possible solutions, I've searched on my Burp's session for 
the word "dark" on the whole site and found an interesting match: 
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!  
So there's a javascript function called toggleDark! I traced the code to where it was used and 
finally I saw that there was a light bulb on the bottom part of the challenges page which 
allowed us to... well... toggle dark on or off :) 

!  
When I clicked the bulb, the page reloaded with a darker look and the challenge 16 now 
appears different and link to a different URL:  
http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/challenge16-dark.html 

Inside the text is also different. Now it says: 
Dark is beautiful. A GOST with chaining appears and has a message for you: 
d5++xytj6RiGwmqEecm63Kow7RZGAAHh 
VFsksHFuj/Anap7pWHDZ1XQw8DAApUEN 
R5ExOGUKTzGOtvSAlCHkHq6NneL6ZUTX 
ej8Taxz+kHK9w9U8dxTOSksZ4HKS2YYD 

There's also an image of a ghost with the word "spooky".  
GOST is capitalized for a reason :) That's an encryption algorithm. 
I've found an online tool to decrypt GOST and I used the key "spooky" to decrypt the message: 

The result message is the link to our QR code flag: 
http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/images/
egg_16_a3eIIACKSy02sJ6LxXeh.png 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Solution of plasticfantastic 
Using the light switch on the challenges overview page revealed the following contents.  

���  

The given cipher was ironically GOST encrypted using “spooky” as key.  
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Egg 17 - Spot the Difference 

Challenge 
Sharpen your eyes, and find the difference of the two images below! 

   

Solution of eash 
Using Gimp with Compare Script-Fu module to perform a XOR operation between the pictures 
difference1.bmp and difference2.bmp I’ve carved the hidden image “Agent XOR”.  

���  

Level: medium 

Solutions: 218 

�
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To solve the challenge one more XOR between the images on the shades lens was needed to 
revel the final QRcode. 

!       !   

Solution of orfeus 
I downloaded both images and compared them using the Linux compare-command 
(imagemagick):  
compare difference1.bmp difference2.bmp diff_new.png 

���  

Agent XOR's left eye contains the desired QR-code, actually a part of the code was inverted 
using the mask in his right eye...so I had to play a bit around in GIMP and make a small "eye 
surgery":  

���  
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Solution of Te1St 
Write the program in Delphi:  

���
After that make XOR operation (left and right part of glasses) in Paint.Net.  

���  
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Solution of f_root 
1. "compare" the two images with imagemagick 
2. cut out the barcode 
3. cut out the right eye with the same dimension as the other eye centered that the middle of 

the eye is over the middle of the qr code 
4. xor the images with convert code_crop.png ../eye_32.png -fx "(((255*u)&(255*(1-v)))|

((255*(1-u))&(255*v)))/255" result.png 
5. scan result.png (you may have to scale it) 

compare difference1.bmp difference2.bmp diff.bmp 
convert diff_cutout.bmp -threshold 50% code.png 
convert eye2.bmp -threshold 50% eye_black.png 
convert code_crop.png ../eye_32.png -fx "(((255*u)&(255*(1-v)))|((255*(1-

u))&(255*v)))/255" result.png
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Egg 18 - Sharks on Wire 

Challenge 
In this challenge, you need to get access to a web site. 

Inspect the following capture files, in order to get the credentials needed. 

Solution of tunelko 
Analyze PCAP and get all data 

Basic auth credentials 
sharkman:sharks_have_j4ws  

A web is presenting a login page. Analyze JS inside.onSubmit:  
$('#hash').val(CryptoJS.SHA1($('#pass').val()));$('#pass').val('hashed!!!');  

Send it via curl. Get our egg.  

Level: medium 

Solutions: 336 

�
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Solution of DeathsPirate 
Having a quick look at the website we need some creds, that’s probably going to be the focus 
for the PCAP file. Grab the PCAP file and either throw it into wireshark or cloudshark. 
https://appliance.cloudshark.org/upload/ 

Once the PCAP is loaded we filter it to just see the http traffic. We see at the very top there are 
two calls to the same URL we want creds for:  

���  

The first GET request returns a 401 Unauthorized response but the second one returned a 200. 
Hmm what was different in those two requests. Lets put them side by side:  

���  

So the one that was accepted had an Authorisation header in it: 
Authorization: Basic c2hhcmttYW46c2hhcmtzX2hhdmVfajR3cw== 

Let’s decode it and see if there was any encryption on that: 
sharkman:sharks_have_j4ws 

Awesome, we now have a username (sharkman) and password (sharks_have_j4ws) So let’s 
log in using that. 

���  
Hmm looks like we still have more work to do, back to the PCAP! 
OK now there is another interesting packet down towards the bottom (packet number 111) It’s 
a POST request, so let’s see what was posted.  
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���  
user=supershark&pass=hashed
%21%21%21&hash=b3f3ca462d3fa58b74d6982af14d8841b074994a 

Let’s try appending that to the URL in a GET request as a query string:  
http://hackyeaster.hacking- lab.com/hackyeaster/sharks/auth?
user=supershark&pass=hashed%21%21%21&hash=b3f3ca462d3fa58b74d 
6982af14d8841b074994a 

 !  
Cool that’s redirected us back to the sharks page with our egg for this challenge :) 

Solution of 1mpr0V3r_2 
Open the file with wireshark. 
At frame 10 you see: 
Credentials:  
User: sharkman  
PW: sharks_have_j4ws 

You are redirected to a new side where username and password is needed. If you look at the 
HTML code you see line 19: <input class="input" type="hidden" name="hash" id="hash" /> 
In the pcapng file you see: 
user=supershark  
hash=b3f3ca462d3fa58b74d6982af14d8841b074994a 

so enter supershark, hashed!!!(from source code) and the hash to get in. 
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Egg 19 - Cut'n'Place 

Challenge 
Time for paper and scissors! The following PDF file contains some paper strips. Your task is to 
combine them in such a way that a passphrase appears. Once found, enter the passphrase in 
the Egg-O-Matic below. 
Hint: The passphrase does not use all characters available, and it has no spaces. 

Solution of the_new_one 
password = “paperstripsmadebyshredder”  

���  

Level: hard 

Solutions: 95 

�
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Solution of M. 
The stripes provides are interleaved, so only every second character is visible horizontally and 
vertically, and the special characters (windings etc.) are always hidden. Knowing this, write a 
Python script to put out all possible combination, then search for cribs (reasonable words), like 
PAPER and STRIP, to narrow the number of combinations. 
from itertools import *; 
vert_stripes = ('?SOB?', '?POR?', 'AHMED', 'EPDKE', 'LR?SE'); 
hori_stripes = ('ELDPR', 'S?A?E', 'PUPAR', 'NY?HS', 'QT?IA'); 

for vert in permutations(vert_stripes): 
  for hori in permutations(hori_stripes): 

    str = ''; 
    for r in range(0,5): 
      if(r % 2 == 0): 
        str += hori[r][0]+vert[1][r]+hori[r][2]+vert[3][r]+hori[r][4]+"\n"; 
      else: 
        str += vert[0][r]+hori[r][1]+vert[2][r]+hori[r][3]+vert[4][r]+"\n"; 
    if not('PAPER' in str): continue; 
    if not('STRIP' in str): continue; 
    if('?' in str): continue; 
    print str; 
   

The remaining possibilities are: 
PAPER 
STRIP 
EMDDR 
BYSHR 
SDAEE 

PAPER 
STRIP 
SMADE 
BYSHR 
EDDER 

… and the second one makes sense. 
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Solution of inik 
OK, das ist eine Bastel-Aufgabe. Klar war mir sofort, dass die Streifen verwoben werden 
müssen und dass gewisse Streifen wegen der Sonderzeichen nur an bestimmten Stellen stehen 
können. Da Trial and Error mit Papier etwas mühsam ist, habe ich die Streifen elektronisch 
zusammengesetzt:  

Ergibt 144 Lösungen, welche ich manuell durchforstet habe, resp. ich habe dann die Lösungen 
nach den Begriffen “paper” und “strip” eingeschränkt, die ich beim Überfliegen der Lösungen 
fand, und von denen ich vermutete, dass sie dann Bestandteil der Lösung sind. Dies ergab:  

paperstripsmadebyshredder 

Trouvé.  
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Solution of scar 
• There are 5 vertical strips and 5 horizontal strips with 5 alphabets/symbols each 
• 3 horizontal and 3 vertical strips have symbols at various positions 
• After various trials realized that these form a grid of 5x5 alphabets where the symbols dont 

overlap each other and are located in all 4 corners and clustered around the center in a + 
formation 

• These seem to be the rules for arranging the strips - 
• The vertical strip with symbol in center needs to be in center column 
• The horizontal strip with two symbols in 2nd and 4th positions needs to be in center row 
• The 2 horizontal strips with symbols in center need to be in 2nd and 4th row and can 

be in either position 

• The 2 vertical strips with symbols in 1st and 5th positions need to be in 1st and 5th 
column and can be in either position 

• The 2 horizontal strips with no symbols need to be in 1st and 5th row and can be in 
either position 

• The 2 vertical strips with no symbols need to be in 2nd and 4th column and can be in 
either position 

• Various positioning of strips with the symbols visible did not yield any passphrase 
• One positioning of the strips following above rules and with symbols NOT visible yielded 

the passphrase as "paperstripsmadebyshredder"  

���  
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Solution of MuffinX 
After somebody told me a hint that the result needs to cover all the special characters I was 
able to solve this challenge. Someone should first look for words which could be used for a 
possible passphrase. After I got the first two words: “paper” and “strip”, which were really 
suspicious for this challenge, I realized that I have to wattle the paper strips to get the solution. 
The first two words:  

!   
The solution:  

!
Passphrase = “paperstripsmadebyshredder” 

Solution of S0Kala 
By putting the vertical and horizontal paper strips to be in a symmetric view as shown. Then, 
trying to hide the logos in the horizontal strips by the characters located in the similar position 
in the vertical strips and vice versa. To reach a meaningful word with the remaining characters, I 
arranged them as shown and got the passphrase: paperstripsmadebyshredder and the egg :) 

  !    !    !  
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Egg 20 - Lots of Bots 

Challenge 
Robots have placed an egg on this web server. If you wanna find it, you need to think and act 
like a bot.  

Solution of DeathsPirate 
Hmm, think like a bot? Let’s check the robots.txt file and see what we have: 
User-agent: EasterBot 
Disallow: / 
Allow: /hackyeaster/bots/bots. 

Ok looks like having a User-agent of EasterBot will give us something at /hackyeaster/bots/
bots. but that url looks like it’s missing the extension so we’ll have to guess at that. 
I use ‘Chrome UA Switcher’ to create and use a new user agent of EasterBot, you could just as 
easily use something like Burp or ZAP to do this though. 
Once I’ve set the UA up I visited /hackyeaster/bots/bots. and was indeed met with a 404 
page. The robot image on the challenge description hinted at Text? So I tried .txt first ... still no 
dice! Well let’s try .html 

Level: hard 

Solutions: 178 

�
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���
Well it’s not a 404 page! But what IS it? Well googling a couple of the words leads us to the 
wiki page about ROILA http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Robot_Interaction_Language Turns out it’s 
used by Lego Mindstorms NXT (So it’s the second Lego reference this challenge ☺ ) A full list 
of ROILA vocabulary is available from http://roila.org/language-guide/vocabulary/ so we can 
use this to translate the text from the image: 
you must make word of addition two and two - this be name of page  

So let’s try and visit http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/bots/four.html and see 
what we get.  

���
We are making progress but seems we still have a bit more to do on this one. The letters are 
pronunciation hints for the ROILA language. When spoken it sounds like META. Check the meta 
in the HTML and we get our next clue: 
<meta name="description" content="Robots talk in ROILA language: eman egap eht 
esrever tsum"> 

The last part of that text looks like it’s backwards, which would make it:  
must reverse the page name 

So we change the URL to be http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/bots/ruof.html 
and bingo ... our glorious egg  
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Solution of jcel 
The description hints that an evaluation of hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/robots.txt might yield 
additional insights. This indeed revealed that there is a portion of the site accessible only by the 
user agent "Easter Bot", in particular paths with prefix “/hackyeaster/bots/bots.". 

Loading the page"/hackyeaster/bots/bots.html" using the Firefox Addon "User Agent 
Switcher" to set the user agent to "EasterBot" yields a web page with 
the following text: 
"bama waboki pisal fatatu fomu 
wosebi seju sowu seju - bamas 
mufe wafub fomu mowewe" 

which is ROILA. The translation is: 
"you must make word of 
addition two and two - this 
be name of page" 

This immediately leads to  
  “http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/bots/four.html" 

which has a meta tag containing the following: 
  "eman egap eht esrever tsum” 

which is the reverse of  
  "must reverse the page name” 

leading to  
  “http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/bots/ruof.html" 

which shows the desired QR code. 

Solution of solarwind 
Get to image with ROILA lang via 
10018  curl 'http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/robots.txt' -A EasterBot 
10029  curl 'http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/bots/robotbg.jpg' -A 
EasterBot -O 
10036  curl 'http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/bots/bots.html' -A 
EasterBot 
10066  curl 'http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/bots/four.html' -A 
EasterBot 

Translate from roila 'you must make word of addition two and two - this be name of page', on 
next page 'must reverse the page name'. 
$ curl  'http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/bots/ruof.html' -A 
EasterBot 
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Solution of MaMe82 
Let's think like a robot and look for http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/robots.txt 
we get: 
User-agent: EasterBot 
Disallow: / 
Allow: /hackyeaster/bots/bots. 

go on: 
http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/bots/bots.html 
  --> redirect to: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C-3PO 
hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/bots/ 
  --> redirect to: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/R2-D2 
so user agent gets changed according to robots.txt (EasterBot) 

1) http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/bots/bots.html 
    <div style="[…] background: url('./robotbg.jpg') no-repeat [...] 
--> http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/bots/robotbg.jpg 
nice finding! Contains cipher: 
"BAMA WABOKI PISAL FATATU FOMU WOSEBI SEJU SOWU SEJU - BAMAS MUFE WAFUB FOMU 
MOWEWE" 
[...] and googling for some of the cipher words, the following was found: 
"Robot Interaction Language (ROILA)”. Okay 
BAMA WABOKI PISAL FATATU FOMU WOSEBI SEJU SOWU SEJU - BAMAS MUFE WAFUB FOMU  
MOWEWE  
translates to 
You must make word of addition two and two - this be name of page  
word two and two = four 

Change user-agent to "EasterBot" again and go to  
http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/bots/four.html 

There we have: robotbg2.jpg.png 
• nice... next image, but not an egg (http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/bots/

robotbg2.jpg). The picture states: "MɛTÆ" 
• Latin: Kegel (german), no0 english word 
• maybe, "international phonetic alphabet (IPA)" for a word from ROILA —> nothing 
• the word could simply be meta, so look closer at the image  
• nothing interesting found (IHDR, sRGB, gAMA, pHYs, tEXt = Software:paint.net 4.0.3, IDAT ... 

IDAT, IEND) 
  
Okay it definitly means META, because looking at four.html again some interesting META-Data 
was found 
<meta name="description" content="Robots talk in ROILA language: eman egap eht 
esrever tsum"> 

The part after "Robots talk in ROILA language:" is written reverse 
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"eman egap eht esrever tsum" gets "must reverse the page name" 
so let's try "hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/bots/ruof.html 
--> there is the egg finally 

Solution of Knurrhahn 
Robots? Check out the robots.txt for a hint.  
User−agent : EasterBot Disallow : /  
Allow : /hackyeaster/bots/bots .  
User−agent : ∗ Disallow : / 

So, thinking like a robot, I went to the given url http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab. com/
hackyeaster/bots/bots.html. But at first, I had to change the browser’s user agent to EasterBot, 
otherwise, you will end up at C-3PO Wikipedia entry.  
Now, there is Marvin talking riola. To find a riola dictionary, just google some words in riola. 
The Translation of bama waboki pisal fatatu fomu wosebi seju sowu seju - bamas mufe wafub 
fomu mowewe is ”You must make word of addition two and two - this be name of page.” Next 
stop: http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/ bots/four.html.  
Oh dear! It’s Gir, and since his eyes are cyan, he is malfunctioning. The hint is ”meta”, so 
check out the meta-information of the site. 
<meta name=”description” content=”Robots talk in ROILA language : eman egap eht 
esrever tsum”>  

This is a misleading hint. It’s not riola, it’s just backwards english. So, next stop is http://
hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/bots/rouf.html.  
The egg.  
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Egg 21 - Cony Code 

Challenge 
Tired of boring QR codes, Dr. Bunny C. Easter developed an alternative. He's proudly 
introducing the "Cony Code" now! Crack the code in order to get another easter egg! 
Hint: 110 is blue, the rest's up to you... 

Solution of m1008 
The mapping (7 Ii,j )2, i = 17n, j = 17n results in a binary encoded string: http://
hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/images/egg_21_j7g67Z.png ?  

Level: hard 

Solutions: 142 

�
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Solution of Henshin 
I loaded the image on an image editor and started by taking note of each color's RGB value. 
I noticed that the colors displayed all have values 00 or FF for each of the RGB components. 
This made me think that this probably means that we are dealing with binary encoding. 

This is also consistent with the challenge hint: "110 is blue" 
So if we take a look at the blue color's RGB we see that's #0000FF. This translates to 001 in 
binary. 
It means that the hint is telling us to reverse all the bits to get our solution. Here's my analysis 
on a schematic:  

So I've made a python script to read each RGB value of the image, convert it to binary and 
reverse the bits: 
#!/usr/bin/python 

from PIL import Image 
import sys 
import re 
imagefile=sys.argv[1] 
print >> sys.stderr, "Loading image..." 
im = Image.open(imagefile) 
pix = im.load() 
rgbimg = im.convert('RGB') 
cmykimg = im.convert('CMYK') 
print >> sys.stderr, "Image OK! Size: " + `im.size[0]` + "x"+`im.size[1]`
+"\nProcessing...\n" 
output = "" 
for height in range(9,im.size[0],17): #im.size[0],17): 
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        for width in range(9,im.size[1],17): 
                pixeloutput = "" 
                r, g, b = rgbimg.getpixel((width,height)) 
                c,m,y,k = cmykimg.getpixel((width,height)) 
                if(r==255): pixeloutput+="0" 
                else: pixeloutput+="1" 
                if(g==255): pixeloutput+="0" 
                else: pixeloutput+="1" 
                if(b==255): pixeloutput+="0" 
                else: pixeloutput+="1" 
                print "["+pixeloutput+"] ", 
                output+=pixeloutput 
        print "" 

print "\nDecoded: ",output 

This generates the following output: 

However I couldn't find any meaning for it. I started to wonder about the black squares at the 
end. If this is some kind of binary message it is highly unlikely that all that squares appear 
together. 
So I loaded the binary string on the awesome Keygener Assistant tool and checked the output. 
Then, assuming that we have some trailing bits in the end, I started to eliminate bits from the 
end one by one until I got a readable text: 

The link to our QR code shows up: 
http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/images/egg_21_j7g67Z.png 
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Solution of plasticfantastic 
After decoding the colors the following binary stream appeared which could then be converted 
into its Ascii text representation. This finally revealed the egg.  

���  

���  
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Solution of Bread 
Clearly was RGB because you gave the hint blue is 110 == 3 numbers. RGB 
It took a while to click that it was reversed. As in 1 is off and 0 in on. 
      r  g  b 
110   1  1  0     
011   0  1  1 
101   1  0  1     
001   0  0  1     
111   1  1  1     
000   0  0  0     
010   0  1  0 
100   1  0  0 

Created an excel sheet and populated each colour with its code  

011  010  000  111  010  001  110  100  011  100  000  011  101  000 
101  111  001  011  110  110  100  001  100  001  011  000  110  110 
101  101  111  001  011  001  010  110  000  101  110  011  011  101 
000  110  010  101  110  010  001  011  100  110  100  001  100  001 
011  000  110  110  101  101  101  001  011  011  100  110  011  100 
101  101  011  011  000  110  000  101  100  010  001  011  100  110 
001  101  101  111  011  011  010  010  111  101  101  000  011  000 
010  110  001  101  101  011  011  110  010  110  010  101  100  001 
011  100  110  111  010  001  100  101  011  100  100  010  111  101 
101  001  011  011  010  110  000  101  100  111  011  001  010  111 
001  100  101  111  011  001  010  110  011  101  100  111  010  111 
110  011  001  000  110  001  010  111  110  110  101  000  110  111 
011  001  110  011  011  000  110  111  010  110  100  010  111  001 
110  000  011  011  100  110  011  100  100  000  111  111  111  111 
     
Convert binary to ASCII after removing padded 1's 
http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/images/egg_21_j7g67Z.png 
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Egg 22 - Hashes to Ashes 

Challenge 
 In this challenge, you need to prove your skills in hash cracking! 

• Standard algorithms (MD5, various SHA) 
• One iteration only, and no salting 
• Click the hint for each hash! 
• For hashes 3 and 4, use the following word list 

Hash 1: Numeric PIN (16 digits) 
raLu6+eAmFelf2/uSy/67iTq57E= 

Hash 2: Single word (lowercase only) 
a791KNndKVmnr7N4mEJfZ1VfZ/Z3mHyufoYhCiyKDb38JI7C17JAEPRAutwiI7S1 

Level: hard 

Solutions: 120 

�
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Hash 3: Complex word (1 upper, 1 substitution, ending with punctuation + digit) 
uAgUxeDzhrBjcWP9iv6pKQ== 

Hash 4: Multi-Word (lowercase only) 
l5HL4K6RmgMwmUota6Jrjww6HaFcc7zl/KOUlYgabJA= 

Solution of Bread 
Base 64 to hex then used hash cat 

Hash 1 - sha1    - 1199019170177790 - ada2eeebe7809857a57f6fee4b2ffaee24eae7b1 
Used hash cat for this hash 
 -1 0179 ?1?1?1?1?1?1?1?1?1?1?1?1?1?1?1?1 
  
Hash 2 - SHA-384 - hopelessly - 
6bbf7528d9dd2959a7afb37898425f67555f67f677987cae7e86210a2c8a0dbdfc248ec2d7b240
10f440badc2223b4b5 
Created a dictionary with the lyrics of "never gonna give you up”. It failed so I expanded to all 
his song lyrics found in the song hopelessly. 

Hash 3 - MD5     - Disc0very.5 - b80814c5e0f386b0637163fd8afea929 
cso0$.$5 generated a rule set in java  
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!  

Hash 4 - SHA-256 - enginebulbgoatimportant - 
9791cbe0ae919a0330994a2d6ba26b8f0c3a1da15c73bce5fca39495881a6c90 
Build a script in java. That uses the dictionary 4 times and concats. 
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Solution of imponimassacri 
The first thing to do is to translate the codes from Base64 to the hash code. 
Once done, I loaded them in a text file (hash.txt) for the use with “John The Ripper”. 

16-digit numerical code: the hint tell us that the figures used are 1,7,9,0. With crunch I 
generate a 16-digit password with charset 1,7,9 and 0 and pass it to John the Ripper: 
crunch 16 16 1790 | john –stdin hash.txt 
The password found is: 1199019170177790  

Single word: in the photo we can see Rick Astley. I tried a few words connected with it but 
none produced the same hash (which is a SHA-384).  
So I launched a dictionary attack: 
john –wordlist=wordsEn.txt Hash.txt 
In less than a second I found the password: hopelessly (title of a single by Astley). 

Complex word: I created a set of rules for John The Ripper: 
c so0 $[.,:;’?!`] $[0123456789] 
c si1 $[.,:;’?!`] $[0123456789] 
c sb3 $[.,:;’?!`] $[0123456789] 
c sa4 $[.,:;’?!`] $[0123456789] 
Then I launched John The Ripper with the use of the newly defined rules and forcing the hash 
format to md5 (the default proposed, in fact, was LM): 
john –format=raw-md5 –wordlist=wordlist.txt –rules:rules Hash.txt 
In less than a second the password was found: Disc0very.5  

Multi-Word: probably there are better approaches, but mine also has paid off. I took advantage 
of the combinator of Hashcat to combine the wordlist firstly with itself, then with the list just 
created. The last step (the one that combined 4 words), instead, I passed the list to John The 
Ripper, forcing the use of SHA-256: 
./combinator.bin wordlist.txt wordlist3.txt | john –format=raw-sha256 –stdin 
Hash.txt 
The password found is: enginebulbgotaimportant 
Now we simply insert the password in the Egg-O-Matic and get the egg.  

Solution of Buge 

For these I used oclhashcat, which is a program to crack hashes. I used the Nvidia version 
since that's the type of GPU I have. I had to upgrade my driver for it to version 350.12 because 
the old driver was too old. I created a file containing the hash to be cracked since hashcat 
reads hashes from files. I also converted each hash from base64 to hex, since hashcat wants 
hex hashes using http://tomeko.net/online_tools/base64.php?lang=en .  

For hash 1, hex was ADA2EEEBE7809857A57F6FEE4B2FFAEE24EAE7B1. This is 160 bits so I 
guessed it was sha1, the most popular 160 bit hash. At first I tried brute forcing all 16 bit 
numeric passwords but it estimated that would take 97 days. So I looked at the hint and it was 
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obvious the password was only made up of 1, 7, 9, and 0, because those are the worn out 
letters. So I used the hashcat command  
cudaHashcat64.exe -m 100 -a 3 -1 1790 hash1.txt ?1?1?1?1?1?1?1?1?1?1?1?1?1?1?1?1 
 
This means sha1 (hash mode 100), brute force (attack mode 3), and 16 characters from the 
alphabet 1790 . It got the answer 1199019170177790  

For hash 2, hex was 
6BBF7528D9DD2959A7AFB37898425F67555F67F677987CAE7E86210A2C8A0DBDFC248EC2
D7 B24010F440BADC2223B4B5. This is 384 bits so I guessed sha384, the only hash I know 
with that many bits. It says it's a word so I used this wordlist http://download.openwall.net/
pub/wordlists/languages/English/3-large/lower.gz .  
The hashcat command is cudaHashcat64.exe -m 10800 -a 0 hash2.txt lower.lst 
Hash mode 10800 is sha384, and attack mode 0 is straight (from the wordlist). 
It got the answer hopelessly .  

For hash 3, the hex was B80814C5E0F386B0637163FD8AFEA929. The length is 128 bits so it 
looks like md5. I decided to split the mangling into two parts, first do the upper + substitution in 
my own program and then do the + punctuation + digit in hashcat. I wrote my programe in c+
+ and ran it in Linux with the provided wordlist. 

Then the hashcat rule to add the stuff at the end is 
cudaHashcat64.exe -m 0 -a 6 hash3.txt wordlistmangled.txt ?s?d  
Hash mode 0 is md5, and attack mode 6 is hybrid wordlist + mask, with mask ?s?d meaning 
punctuation then digit. It got the answer Disc0very.5  
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For hash 4, the hex is 
9791CBE0AE919A0330994A2D6BA26B8F0C3A1DA15C73BCE5FCA39495881A6C90. This is 
256 bits so I guessed sha256. The hint shows 4 random words. I don't know if hashcat can do 
4 words at a time, so I wrote another c++ program to make all combinations of 2 words, then 
used hashcat to pick 2 of those.  

cudaHashcat64.exe -m 1400 -a 1 hash4.txt wordlist2.txt wordlist2.txt 

Hash mode 1400 is sha256 and attack mode 1 is combination, which tries all words in the first 
wordlist with all words in the second wordlist. 
It got the answer enginebulbgoatimportant .  
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Egg 23 - Beat the Nerd Master 

Challenge 
Did you beat the Swordmaster in Monkey Island? Even if, it ain't gonna help you this time. Get 
to know the mighty Nerd Master! 
Connect to port 1400 of hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com, and start the battle. 
Here's an insult to start with: Go 127.0.0.1 to your mummy.  

Solution of Puma_ 
Connect to given host and port with telnet. Nerd Master asks questions and we need to quickly 
give an answer that he likes. The idea is to collect all questions and answers and write a 
program that plays with Nerd Master. See PHP code below. Nerd Master gives the egg URL 
when you win: 
http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/images/egg_23_j7vzfUzftszdf754fXDS.png  

Level: hard 

Solutions: 191 

�
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Solution of Buge 
Basically you need to copy the insults that he uses and also copy his replies to those insults so 
you know how to reply to insults. While it should be possible to do this manually, I think that a 
true nerd master would do it grammatically. So I wrote a python program to fight him and 
remember his insults and replies. When it loses a fight it just starts a new fight. It also will first 
try to use insults it doesn't know the reply to so that it can build up its reply database more 
quickly. It sleeps for a second between each thing it sends to make sure there is enough time 
for the network to send and receive everything. It also prints out everything send and received 
so you can see what's happening.  
import socket 
import time 
insults = {'Go 127.0.0.1 to your mummy.' : 'reply unknown'} 
while True: 
    left = dict(insults) 
    s = socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_STREAM) 
    s.connect(('hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com', 1400)) 
    time.sleep(1) 
    print(s.recv(1000)[:-1]) 
    print('y') 
    s.send('y\n') 
    time.sleep(1) 
    while True: 
        received = s.recv(1000) 
        print(received[:-1]) 
        if 'Ha! You lost! I told you so!' in received or 'All insults used! You 
loose!' in received: 
            break 
        if left: 
            insult = None 
            for possibleinsult in left: 
                if left[possibleinsult] == 'reply unknown': 
                    insult = possibleinsult 
                    del left[possibleinsult] 
                    break 
            if not insult: 
                insult = left.popitem()[0] 
        else: 
            insult = 'none left' 
        print(insult) 
        s.send(insult + '\n') 
        time.sleep(1) 
        received = s.recv(1000) 
        print(received[:-1]) 
        if 'Ha! You lost! I told you so!' in received or 'All insults used! You 
loose!' in received: 
break  
        if insult != 'none left': 
            insults[insult] = received.splitlines()[0] 
        insult = received.splitlines()[-1] 
        if insult in left: 
            del left[insult] 
        if not insult in insults: 
            insults[insult] = 'reply unknown' 
        reply = insults[insult] 
        print(reply) 
        s.send(reply + '\n') 
        time.sleep(1) 

Once it wins the url for the image to the QR code will be printed and the program will crash.  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Solution of ramim 
[…] 
public class MainConnect extends MovieClip { 
 Security.allowDomain("*"); 
 public var timer:Timer; 
 public var sendMessage:String; 
 private var socket:Socket; 
 var attacks:Array; 
 var answers:Array; 
  
 public function MainConnect() { 
  attacks = new Array(); 
  answers = new Array(); 
  timer = new Timer(1000, 1); 
  timer.addEventListener(TimerEvent.TIMER_COMPLETE, timerComplete);  
  attacks[0] = "You must be jealous when seeing my phone's display."; 
  attacks[1] = "format C:"; 
  […] 
  answers[0] = "Go play with your toys, yellow-belly."; 
  answers[1] = "Specified drive does not exist."; 
  […]  
  create(); 
  connect(“hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com"); 
 } 
 public function create() { 
  socket = new Socket(); 
  socket.addEventListener(Event.CONNECT, connectHandler); 
  socket.addEventListener(ProgressEvent.SOCKET_DATA, socketDataHandler); 
 } 
 public function connect(address:String):void { 
  socket.connect(address, 1400); 
 } 
 private function connectHandler(e:Event):void { 
  trace(e); 
 } 
 private function socketDataHandler(e:ProgressEvent):void { 
  var data:Object = socket.readObject(); 
  if (socket.bytesAvailable>0) { 
   art(socket.readUTFBytes(socket.bytesAvailable)); 
  } 
 } 
 public function send(data:String):void { 
  socket.writeUTFBytes(data + "\n"); 
  socket.flush(); 
 }  
 public function art(string:String){ 
  trace("Message: \"" + string + "\""); 
  if(string.indexOf("Do you feel brave enough […] nerdmaster? (y|n)") != -1){ 
   sendMessage = "y"; 
   send(sendMessage);   
  } 
  if(string.indexOf("---- MY TURN ----") != -1){ 
   for(var c:int = 0; c < attacks.length; c++){ 
    if(string.indexOf(attacks[c]) != -1){ 
     sendMessage = answers[c]; 
     attacks.splice(c, 1); 
     answers.splice(c, 1); 
    } 
   } 
   send(sendMessage); 
  } else if(string.indexOf("---- YOUR TURN ----") != -1){ 
   sendMessage = attacks[0]; 
   attacks.splice(0, 1); 
   answers.splice(0, 1); 
   send(sendMessage); 
  } 
 }  
 public function timerComplete(e:TimerEvent){ 
  send(sendMessage); 
 } 
}  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Solution of evandrix 

Respect! you've beaten the mighty nerd master! Here's your egg: 
http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/images/egg_23_j7vzfUzftszdf754fXDS.png 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Egg 24 - SHAM Hash 

Challenge 
 Crypto Chiefs Ltd. developed a new hash function, which takes a 'divide and conquer' 
approach and combines several well-known hash functions ("Split, Hash, And Merge"). The 
inventors claim that with this approach, their function becomes more secure. Can you prove 
they are wrong? 

Create a string which produces the following hash: 
757c479895d6845b2b0530cd9a2b11 
 
Specification: 

Level: hard 

Solutions: 169 

�
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Solution of Knurrhahn 
SHAM Hash, or better hash of shame, could never be a secure hash. Divide and conquer is 
not a good idea, because dividing the length of a hash value reduces its complexity 
enourmously.  
Since the hash value of one part is reduced to 6 characters, there must be a lot of inputs 
creating the demanded value. Therefore, I choose to use only lowercase letters for the input 
string to get a nice result.  

Enter a valid string and the egg will be revealed.  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Solution of Te1St 
I wrote small plugins for PasswordsPro. For all variants (md2, md5, sha1, sha256, sha512) the 
code looks similar:   

Then I bruteforced (alphabet – only small letters, length – 6) all parts of hash. 

���  
Image31. The result ‘zuouhapzkvfgmelyqbangecagekfha’ 29 
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Solution of malefeasance 
I wrote a simple bruteforcer to create the partial hash collisions:

import hashlib 
from Crypto.Hash import MD2 
import itertools 

def md2(): 
    md2 = '757c47' 
    for p in itertools.product('abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz', repeat=6): 
        md2password = "".join(p) 
        md2hash=MD2.new(md2password).hexdigest() 
        if md2hash[0:6]==md2: 
            print 'md2 collision is: '+md2hash[0:6]+' from '+md2password 
            return 

def md5(): 
    md5 = '9895d6' 
    for p in itertools.product('abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz', repeat=6): 
        md5password = "".join(p) 
        md5hash = hashlib.md5(md5password).hexdigest() 
        if md5hash[6:12]==md5: 
            print 'md5 collision is: '+md5hash[6:12]+' from '+md5password 
            return 

def sha1(): 
    sha1 = '845b2b' 
    for p in itertools.product('abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz', repeat=6): 
        sha1password = "".join(p) 
        sha1hash = hashlib.sha1(sha1password).hexdigest() 
        if sha1hash[12:18]==sha1: 
            print 'sha1 collision is: '+sha1hash[12:18]+' from '+sha1password 
            return 

def sha256(): 
    sha256 = '0530cd' 
    for p in itertools.product('abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz', repeat=6): 
        sha256password = "".join(p) 
        sha256hash = hashlib.sha256(sha256password).hexdigest() 
        if sha256hash[18:24]==sha256: 
            print 'sha256 collision is: '+sha256hash[18:24]+' from 
'+sha256password 
            return 

def sha512(): 
    sha512 = '9a2b11' 
    for p in itertools.product('abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz', repeat=6): 
        sha512password = "".join(p) 
        sha512hash = hashlib.sha512(sha512password).hexdigest() 
        if sha512hash[24:30]==sha512: 
            print 'sha512 collision is: '+sha512hash[24:30]+' from 
'+sha512password 
            return 

The output is:
md2 collision is: 757c47 from afpmqt 
md5 collision is: 9895d6 from aaqidt 
sha1 collision is: 845b2b from dkkioz 
sha256 collision is: 0530cd from angeca 
sha512 collision is: 9a2b11 from djdgdb 
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Solution of BriX428 
According to the specification the SHAM algorithm takes a 30 character input and produces a 
30 character hash. The input is divided in five six character parts.Each part is hashed using a 
different hash algorithm.  
 • Part 1 is hashed using md2.  
 • Part 2 is hashed using md5.  
 • Part 3 is hashed using sha1.  
 • Part 4 is hashed using sha256.  
 • Part 5 is hashed using sha512.  

The final hash has the following form:  
|0         ...        5|6         ...         11|12         ...          17| 
| md2(in([0..5])[0..5] | md5(in([6..11])[6..11] | sha1(in([12..17])[12..17]| 
|18           ...           23|24          ...            29| 
| sha256(in([18..23])[18..23] | sha512(in([24..29])[24..29] | 

Because there are only 6 characters used per hash it is simple to write a script to crack the 
hash. My script iterates over all 6 character combinations of lowercase letters and numbers. For 
each combination I calculate the respective hash value and compare the specific part with the 
reference. After a while I got the following input "afpmqtaaqidtaww8ntangecaaf9pt3" which 
produces the desired hash.  
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Egg 25 - Jad & Ida 

Challenge 
Jad and Ida are such a nice couple, don't you think? 

Solution of f_root 

1. decompile the java file with jad or another decompiler 
2. rename it to make the src readable by an IDE 
3. extract the two methods which are used to encrypt the string 
4. open the dll in IDA or dissassamble with objdump 
5. find the other two functions (because it was hard to follow fizzle i looked at the output and 

detected that it is some kind of vigenere and has the alphabeth " " upto "z") 
6. understand the functions or methods 

• bizzle -> Cäsar Cipher with key = 1 
• rizzle -> change case (up to down and down to up) 
• shizzle -> reverse string 
• fizzle -> vigenere (look on my substitution tables if you like -> known plaintext attack to 

get the key) 
7. make reverse functions for all of those functions / methods 
8. call them in a loop 
    k = "v3O] pmWm<Y(0=21" 
    for i in 0..9 
      s1 = unfizzle(k) 
      s2 = unrizzle(s1) 
      s3 = unshizzle(s2) 
      k = unbizzle(s3) 
    end 
    puts k 

9. give the key to the original program 

Level: hard 

Solutions: 94 

�
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10. submit the egg 
=> key = jadnIdal0vecod3n 

class String 
  def is_upper? 
    self == self.upcase 
  end 
  def is_lower? 
    self == self.downcase 
  end 
end 

$replacement = [] 
(1..16).each do |filenum| 
 f = File.read("char#{filenum}.txt") 
 h = {} 
 f.each_line do |l| 
  parts = l.scan(/"(.)"/) 
  h[parts[1].first] = parts[0].first if parts.count == 2 
 end 
 $replacement << h 
end 

def unfizzle(s) 
 ss = "" 
 (0..15).to_a.each do |cnt| 
  substitute = $replacement[cnt] 
  raise "error" if substitute.nil? 
  char = s[cnt] 
  unless substitute[char].nil? 
   ss += substitute[char] 
  else 
   puts "String not found: " + char + " in hash " + cnt.to_s 
    end 
  #gets 
  end 
  ss[8..15] + ss[0..7] 
end 

def unbizzle(s) 
    chars = s.bytes 
    for i in 0..chars.length-1 
      c = chars[i]; 
      if(c > 'a'.ord && c <= 'z'.ord) 
        c-=1 
      else 
        if(c == 'a'.ord) 
          c = 'z'.ord 
        else 
          if(c > 'A'.ord && c <= 'Z'.ord) 
            c -=1 
          else 
            if(c == 'A'.ord) 
            c = 'Z' 
            end 
          end 
        end 
      end 
      chars[i] = c; 
    end 
    chars.map(&:chr).join 
end 

def unrizzle(s) 
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  chars = s 
  for i in  0..chars.length-1 
    c = chars[i] 
    if(c.is_upper?) 
      chars[i] = c.downcase 
    else 
      if(c.is_lower?) 
        chars[i] = c.upcase 
      end 
    end 
  end 
  chars 
end 

def unshizzle(s) 
  s.reverse 
end 

k = "v3O] pmWm<Y(0=21" 
for i in 0..9 
s1 = unfizzle(k) 
s2 = unrizzle(s1) 
s3 = unshizzle(s2) 
k = unbizzle(s3) 
end 
puts k 

code tables, e.g. char7.txt 

" " => "3" 
"!" => "4" 
""" => "5" 
"#" => "6" 
"$" => "7" 
"%" => "8" 
"&" => "9" 
"'" => ":" 
"(" => ";" 
")" => "<" 
"*" => "=" 
"+" => ">"  
[…] 
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Solution of TheVamp 

Unpack the ZIP file and analyze the JadAndIda.class file with JD-GUI. You will find on line 43 
the following code:  

!  
So you see, the program does something with your input and if the result is "v3O] 
pmWm<Y(0=21" you solved the challenge. Export the source code and try to compile it with 
your own code. I added the following line between line 47 & 48 
“System.out.println(h);”, to see how the string is changed after the fizzle rizzle shizzle 
bizzle.  
The „Erg“ stands for “Ergebnis”. That is the German word for solution.  
As you see I only change the first letter, and only the first letter changed after the fizzle rizzle 
shizzle bizzle. The same thing happened with every other character. If you change the second 
character only the second character in the encryption will change. With this information, we 
know that we can easy bruteforce the password. I added the following code:  

!  

!  

!   
The idea is, when I found the right character, the bruteforce can jump to the next letter ☺ After 
compiling this code, I got the following output:  
Now we have the password: jadnIdal0vecod3n and the s3cr3t.bin will be decrypted in an image 
file.  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Solution of m1008 
We are given the final key after the 10th iteration. So, applying the function chain ten times in 
reverse bizzle(shizzle(rizzle(fizzle(key))) will give us the originating key. All functions (2x Java22, 
2x native code23) can easily be decompiled. Most function are easily reversible (Reversing a 
string, Reversing upper and lowering of characters, Addition in modular arithmetic). Probably the 
most interesting function is fizzle which operates in Z/91Z but can be reversed by one iteration 
over Z/91Z in no time.  
Iteration 0 ’yWz:z81uCYUTo6G 
Iteration 1 \%’[vh#=KGp?fo=O 
Iteration 2 GJO<8S*QSNpp1Fze 
Iteration 3 !Q[xSzn]/p(VAFgm 
Iteration 4 -[’Stlu77>(,gYI* 
Iteration 5 AAS:0S‘bn ;qXY82 
Iteration 6 2l[pQdevvI;bB2TH 
Iteration 7 eqKQllPgL+N-s2bP 
Iteration 8 7=S2.=U T9N^Yd%f 
Iteration 9 jadnIdal0vecod3n 
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Solution of orfeus 
I used Jad to analyze the two Java classes and IDA to analyze the DLL-file. I reconstructed the 
program in Netbeans to play a bit with the encryption funcions. Brief summary:  
*) The expected length of the Input PIN is 16 characters (cmp eax, 10h in IDA after calling 
strlen) *) The encryption functions are called 10 times  
*) The result is compared with a static string - if they match, the input PIN is used to decode 
the secret file  
*) Actually we do not have to take care about them since each character is encrypted 
individually  
*) This means that we can loop through all 16 input characters trying "realistic" ascii characters 
(i.e.#32-125) for each position and check each character with the corresponding one in the 
static master string (and luckily reversing the PIN 10x means that the position of each character 
in the input PIN matches the position in the encrypted PIN)  

���  
The PIN is: "jadnIda10vecod3n"  

Solution of solarwind 
Decompile Java class, brute DLL calls via python ctypes. Password is jadnIdal0vecod3n . 
#!/usr/bin/python 
from ctypes import * 
from string import * 

target = "v3O] pmWm<Y(0=21" 
dll = cdll.LoadLibrary("libhe2015_Lizzle.dll") 

def round(target): 
    al = ''.join(map(chr, xrange(256))) 
    r = "" 
    for i in xrange(len(r), len(target)): 
        good = False 
        init = -1 
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        for c in al: 
            p1 = r + c + "A"*(len(target) - len(r) - 1) 
            p2 = "BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB" 
            dll.Fizzle(p1, p2) 
            #print p2 
            if len(p2) != 16 or '\x00' in p2: 
                continue 
                
            idx = 0 
            for a,b in zip(p2, target): 
                if a == b: 
                    idx += 1 
  
            if init == -1: 
                init = idx 
            elif idx > init: 
                good = True 
                r += c 
                break          
        #print "current", r 
     
    calc = "B"*16 
    test = dll.Fizzle(r, calc) 
    if target == calc: 
        print "fizzle:", r 
    else: 
        print "FAIL %r: %r vs %r" % (r, calc, target) 
        return None 
     
    # rizzle 
    x = '' 
    for i in r: 
        if i in uppercase: 
            x += lower(i) 
        elif i in lowercase: 
            x += upper(i) 
        else: 
            x += i 
    print "rizzle:", x 
     
    # shizzle 
    r = "A"*16 
    dll.Shizzle(x, r) 
    print "shizzle:", r 
     
    # bizzle 
    x = '' 
    for i in r: 
        if i in uppercase: 
            if i == 'A': 
                x += 'Z' 
            else: 
                x += chr(ord(i) - 1) 
        elif i in lowercase: 
            if i == 'a': 
                x += 'z' 
            else: 
                x += chr(ord(i) - 1) 
        else: 
            x += i 
    print "bizzle:", x 
    return x 

for i in xrange(10): 
    print "ROUND", i 
    target = round(target) 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Egg 26 - Clumsy Cloud 

Challenge 
Welcome to Clumsy Cloud ™ ! 
If your files are the eggs, then we are the hen ™. 
We encrypt all your files, with a strong passphrase. The passphrase is kept securely in this app, 
protected by a PIN.  

Enter your PIN to download your secret files.  

Backup 
Worried about losing your phone? Simply create a backup of your passphrase.  

Level: hard 

Solutions: 129 
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Solution of tunelko 
Another mobile app challenge where we need some little PIN bruting to get the combination: 
7113: wirestarter54321 
See attached code: https://gist.github.com/tunelko/9ff7f103cdaa61e2b7fd 
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Solution of scar 
• Mobile challenge where a 4 digit PIN needs to be entered  

• Hints on how the validation of the PIN is done is here - http://hackyeaster.hacking-  
lab.com/hackyeaster/files/passphrase_backup.txt 

• Look at the source from the apk file  

• Following lines of code look interesting -  
private int a(String paramString, Context paramContext) {  
try {  
SecretKeySpec localSecretKeySpec = new SecretKeySpec(a(paramString, 
"ovaederecumsale", 10000), "AES");  
Cipher localCipher = Cipher.getInstance("AES"); localCipher.init(2, 
localSecretKeySpec);  
String str = new  
String(localCipher.doFinal(Base64.decode("8QeNdEdkspV6+1I77SEEEF4aWs5dl/a 
uahJ46MMufkg=", 0)));  
DownloadManager localDownloadManager = 
(DownloadManager)getSystemService("download");  
[…]  

}  
• Recreate the logic in another java program that loops through PINs 0000 thru 9999 and 

looks for output of the cryptographic function that is an ascii string that can be passed into 
http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/pin?p=  

• Found this string "wirestarter54321" that corresponds to PIN of 7113  

• To get the egg either enter the PIN in the app or access this url in the browser -  
http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/pin?p=wirestarter54321  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Solution of chrisderham 
Clicking backup key on mobile app, shows the following 
{  
  "name" : "Clumsy Cloud Backup", 
  "comment" : "Backup of your passphrase, protected with your secret PIN.", 
  "params" : { 
      "s" : "ovaederecumsale", 
      "h" : "1.3.14.3.2.26", 
      "i" : 10000, 
      "k" : 128, 
      "e" : "2.16.840.1.101.3.4.1.1", 
      "p" : "8QeNdEdkspV6+1I77SEEEF4aWs5dl/auahJ46MMufkg=" 
    } 
} 

s is salt 
h 1.3.14.3.2.26 google gives sha1 
i is iterations 
k is key length 
e 2.16.840.1.101.3.4.1.1 google gives id-aes128-ECB 

I got the apk, and reversed the java; 
adb shell pm list packages 
adb pull /data/app/ps.hacking.hackyeaster.android-1.apk 
./apktool d -f ps.hacking.hackyeaster.android-1.apk  
d2j-dex2jar.sh ps.hacking.hackyeaster.android-1.apk  

d2j-dex2jar gives ps.hacking.hackyeaster.android-1-dex2jar.jar, which I opened in jd-gui.  

From this, I was able to see the decryption in the app - ClumsyCloudBreaker.java. So I adapted 
the code to try all permutations, and print out any that gave an all ascii decrypt. There was only 
one, which had a pin of 7113. The ipad I was using then accessed this url, which gives the 
egg 

http://hackyeaster.hacking-lab.com/hackyeaster/pin?p=wirestarter543 
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import java.nio.charset.Charset; 
import java.nio.charset.CharsetEncoder; 
import java.security.MessageDigest; 

import javax.crypto.Cipher; 
import javax.crypto.spec.SecretKeySpec; 

import org.apache.commons.codec.binary.Base64; 

public class ClumsyCloudBreaker { 
 private final static String SALT = "ovaederecumsale";     
 private final static String ENCRYPTED =      
   ”8QeNdEdkspV6+1I77SEEEF4aWs5dl/auahJ46MMufkg=";     
 private final static String ENCRYPTION_SCHEME = "AES/ECB/NoPadding";     
 private final static String HASH_SCHEME = "SHA1";     
 private final static int ITERATIONS = 1000;     

 public static void main(String[] args) throws Exception {     
  CharsetEncoder asciiEncoder = Charset.forName("US-ASCII").newEncoder();     

  for (int i = 0; i < 9999; i++) {     
   String pin = "000" + i;     
   pin = pin.substring(pin.length() - 4, 4);     
   String decrypt = decrypt(pin);     
   if (asciiEncoder.canEncode(decrypt)) {     
    System.out.println(pin + " " + decrypt);     
   }     
  }     
 }     

 private static String decrypt(String paramString) throws Exception {     
  byte[] hash = calculateHash(paramString, SALT, ITERATIONS);     
  SecretKeySpec localSecretKeySpec = new SecretKeySpec(hash, "AES");     
  Cipher localCipher = Cipher.getInstance(ENCRYPTION_SCHEME);     
  localCipher.init(2, localSecretKeySpec);     
  byte[] decryptedBytes = localCipher.doFinal(Base64.decodeBase64(ENCRYPTED));     
  String decrypt = new String(decryptedBytes);     
  return decrypt;     
 }     

 public static byte[] calculateHash(String paramString1, String paramString2,     
   int paramInt) throws Exception {     
  MessageDigest localMessageDigest = MessageDigest.getInstance(HASH_SCHEME);     
  byte[] arrayOfByte1 = (paramString2 + paramString1).getBytes();     
  for (int n = 0;; n++) {     
   if (n >= paramInt) {     
    byte[] arrayOfByte2 = new byte[16];     
    System.arraycopy(arrayOfByte1, 0, arrayOfByte2, 0, 15);     
    return arrayOfByte2;     
   }     
   arrayOfByte1 = localMessageDigest.digest(arrayOfByte1);     
  }     
 }     
}



Egg 27 - Too Many Time Pad 

Challenge 
 You intercepted messages exchanged by evil Dr. Hopper and his agents. They used a One 
Time Pad for achieving perfect secrecy. Lucky for you, they have miserably failed, since the 
same key was used multiple times. 

Check out the ciphertexts, and try to decrypt them. Hint: The plain texts consist of lowercase 
letters and spaces only. 

60c46964f83879618e2878de539f6f4a6271d716 
63c37a6ca177792092602cc553c9684b 
68d82c6bf4767f79dd617f9642d768057f63c1 
6c8a7b6ce06a3161dd6a60d755d42d4d6d67 
71c26929e96931698e2865d816d3624b687cd6 
6cda6d6df87764709c6c7bd357d361556d77  

Solution of HaRdLoCk 
in this challenge we are given a ciphertext and the information, that a one-time-pad was not 
used properly. we can assume that all crypto texts are encrypted with the same key and we 
also know, that it does only contain lowercase letters and spaces.  
so lets just make a script which xor's every byte of the same position in the crypto text with the 
same random byte and then check the result for lowercase letters and spaces only. i did this in 
ruby with the help of a simple regex. only results of all decrypted ciphertexts that contain letters 
and spaces only are printed out.  

Level: hard 

Solutions: 148 

���
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and here is the result of my script (notice my leet hacker shell):  

���  
nice! we have collisions only on the first byte and because the ciphertexts are not all the same 
length, we are missing some bytes in the end - but lets go on.  
now i added a decrypter to my script which uses these discovered bytes to decrypt the codes. 
for the first byte i just tried manually all candidates until the cleartext made sense- it was the 
0x05 byte:  

���  
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from here, we are able to calculate the missing bytes in the end, but we actually dont even 
have to. the last missing characters are guessable:  
ipadyoupadweallpad 

Solution of Bread 
Created a crib dragger in java/python  
Manually crib dragged  
Till I retrieved all the phrases 
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Solution of sym 
An attack that works against a many-time-pad is called crib dragging. First I started to XOR 
each ciphertext with each other to find the spaces. If the XORed ciphertext have an upper-case 
char (41- 5A) or a 00 at the same position, it should be a space.  

!  
After a while I searched for an easier solution and found Criptastic from Aperture Labs Ltd. 
which automated almost the whole task. I just had to increment the remaining letters until 
everything made sense.  
 

���  
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Solution of Seppel 
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Teaser Challenge 

Challenge 
Check out the challenge's teaser video. It shows information about the upcoming event, 
and gives a glimpse at the event's challenges. The video contains a hidden container, which is 
protected by a password. The password is shown somewhere in the video -> no need to run 
a bruteforce or dictionary attack! 

SECURITY QUESTIONS 
1. What type of container is embedded in the video? 
2. Which password was used to protect the container? 
3. What's the gold nugget / passphrase? 

Solution of solarwind 
In video embedded TrueCrypt hidden volume, it can be bruteforced 
$ for k in ripemd160 sha512 whirlpool; do for e in aes serpent twofish; do 
truecrack -t teaser_video.mp4 -k $k -e $e -w w -H; done; done 

Password is 'scan'. In the volume there is rabbits.png image, with gold nugget 'rabbit attack!’. 

Level: medium 

Solutions: 140 

���
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Solution of ping_tux 
I converted every frame of the video to pictures with ffmpeg: 
ffmpeg -i teaser_video.mp4 -r 30 -qscale:v 1 image-%5d.jpeg 

Then, I let the tesseract OCR engine run over every image: 
for f in *.jpeg; do tesseract $f $f; done 

Then, I generated one big file with all the words, converted everything to lowercase via dd, 
removed all non-readable characters with strings, grepped away the empty lines, replaced the 
spaces with new lines (using tr), and removed all non-unique entries with uniq. 

Now I had a wordlist containing every word (more or less, depending on the OCR) of the video 
and could use truecrack: 
truecrack -H -t teaser_video.mp4 -w wordslist.txt 

After some seconds, I knew the password and could encrypt the file. 
1.) A hidden truecrypt container, probably created with tcsteg2.py 
2.) scan 
3.) rabbit attack! 

 
Solution of 1D0BE 
I start by unpacking the mp4 file  
I chose Winrar --> Extract here  
Next up i open the mp4 file.  

!     !  
Somewhere inside the mp4 file there is a hidden container.  
After a search on google I find an article about packing truecrypt Volumes into a mp4 file. That 
could be what i am looking for  
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So i try opening the mp4 file the Truecrypt portable version.  
Into the blue i select File --> Choose File...  
And choose our mp4 file  
With a click on "Mount" Truecrypt asks for a password. If it really is a Truecrypt container I don't 
know. What i also do not have figured out is the passphrase yet. That is what i am taking care 
of now.  

!   
[…] 
So at all there were 38 possible words to be a part of the password. I deleted the two and 
three letter words out of the list, because they seemed too easy in my opinion  
Left were: 
hacky 
easter 
challenges 
waiting 
solve  
eggs 
scan 
with 
event 
starting 
around 
march 
hope 
there  

I then tried manually inserting the words into the truecrypt promt. After eggs i had it.  
The passphrase had been in front of me all the time.  
Truecrypt imported the container stating that it is a hidden one.  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Solution of miez 
I did it :D 
with an BASH Script.For the first step i extracted all key frames out of the video and splited 
each frame in 3 color channels(YUV)(one frame converted to three diffrent color channel 
frames).  

This frames are analysed with an ocr program(tesseract and gocr). After that i stored the results 
in a text file. Some text manipulation(sort, uniq,tr,sed) and i was able to use the text file for an 
dictionary attack againts the truecrypt container. 
I wasted a lot of time by using truecrack in combination of my dictionary file, don't know why it 
doesn't work. So i used the original truecrypt program. 

Flag: "rabbit attack!" 
Password: scan 

#clean----------------- 

rm *.jpeg *.gif *.txt 
rm -rf 0 1 2 key_frame 
echo "wait...2s" 
sleep 2s 
#create----------------- 

mkdir 0 1 2 key_frame 

#magic------------------ 
ffmpeg -i teaser_video.mp4 -vf select='eq(pict_type\,I)',setpts='N/(25*TB)'  
Bild_%d.jpeg; 

for i in *.jpeg; do 
#echo $i; 
convert -separate $i $i 
done; 

#sort to folder 
mv *-0.* 0/ 
mv *-1.* 1/ 
mv *-2.* 2/ 
mv *.jpeg key_frame 
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#show text 
touch text.txt 
gnome-terminal -e 'tail -f text.txt' 

#read text 
for i in 0/*.jpeg; do 
jpegtopnm $i | gocr - | grep '[a-z]' >>text.txt 
#tesseract $i tesseract 
cat tesseract.txt >>text.txt 
done; 

for i in 1/*.jpeg; do 
#jpegtopnm $i | gocr - | grep '[a-z]' >>text.txt 
tesseract $i tesseract 
cat tesseract.txt >>text.txt 
done; 

for i in 2/*.jpeg; do 
#jpegtopnm $i | gocr - | grep '[a-z]' >>text.txt 
tesseract $i tesseract 
cat tesseract.txt >>text.txt 
done; 

sort -u text.txt | uniq | tr "_" " " | tr "[ ]" " " | tr " " "\n" | sort | uniq  
>text_neu.txt 

cat text_neu.txt | grep '[a-z]' | tr "A-Z" "a-z" | sed 's/[()!-‘,.:]//g'| sort | 
uniq >text_neu2.txt 

cat text_neu.txt >>text_neu2.txt 

#crack 
while read password; do 
        #truecrypt teaser_video.mp4  --password=$password 
        echo $password; 
        truecrypt -t teaser_video.mp4  --password=$password --non-interactive 
        STATUS=$? 
        if [ $STATUS -eq 0 ]; then 
  clear; 
                echo "----------------------"; 
                echo "Passwort gefunden : "; 
  echo $password; 
                break; 
        fi 
done <text_neu2.txt 

password: goldfish
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